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A Basketful of Morels

by Marty Augustine

Edtor’s note: As the author consistently outperforms
all of us when it comes to finding morels, I asked him
to give us insights on how to be more productive.
With Morel season just weeks away let’s talk a little about
the adult Easter egg hunt we partake of every year. There
are several things we do to raise the odds of having a
good morel season. We start before there should be
morels fruiting. We go out as often as possible and to as
many different places as possible. We try to extend our
season as long as possible.
Britt Bunyard, Walt Sturgeon, Landon Rhodes, and Sarah
Ellis Williams have a new mushroom book,
PSMC treasurer Roger Heidt contributed a photo used in
this book. This book looks like a handy guide to common
mushrooms of the Midwest, although we thought some of
the colors were off a bit on some of the photos.

Here are a few things I do to get started. First I start
looking at pictures of past finds. I have a few photos I
took before harvesting the morels and it is fun to train your
brain to recognize the morel pattern by studying a picture
of past success; being able to see the sponge pattern at a
glance makes the next part much easier.

Our foray schedule for 2013 is
the club
website http://www.iowamushroom.org Remember, if
you come across an exceptional fruiting of
fungi, please
send
an email to the club at iowamushroom@gmail
and
we might be able to have a short-notice foray. These
are a lot of fun because we know we will find lots of fungi.
We have not had many short-notice forays the last few
years due to the drought.
We know that fungi will not fruit unless the conditions are
right. Do you think they might be able to adapt to the
changing conditions and fruit after not being able to fruit
for a few years? If so, this could be a good year indeed.
(cont. on pg. 3)

2013 Mushroom Forays

by Roger Heidt

Below are the major mushroom forays planned as of April 6, 2013. There may be short-notice forays during morel
season, and a program and foray in early August with Britt Bunyard, editor of Fungi magazine. The details remain to be
worked out. Mike Krebill has provided insight on the
two forays he would appreciate our involvement.
April 20, 10 a.m. Oakland Mills Park (Henry Co.),
2593 Nature Center Drive Mt. Pleasant, IA 52641.
From Mt. Pleasant, go 3 miles west on Hwy 34. Go south
on County Hwy 55 (Franklin Ave) until you cross the
Skunk River. Continue south for 0.4 miles after the river,
then turn left (east) onto Fremont Ave. Go 0.2 miles east,
then turn left into the park. Take the first right turn, go past
the Nature Center and meet at the Top of the Hill Shelter.

Aug. 31, 10 a.m. McFarland Park (Story Co.)
McFarland Park is northeast of Ames at 56461 180th
Street, Ames, IA 50010. Take Exit 116 from Interstate
35, turn west on E 29 (190th Street) and go until you
come to a T-intersection with N Dayton Ave. Turn right on
N Dayton Ave., driving north to the next T-intersection
with McFarlin Rd. (180th Street.) Turn right and drive
approximately 0.6 mile to park entrance on left. Meet in
the parking lot.

May 25, 10 a.m. Pinicon Alders Wildlife Area
(Mitchell Co.) Pinicon Alders Wildlife Area is near the
Minnesota border, about halfway between Hwy 63 and
Hwy 218.
From McIntire, go 0.5 miles north on Walnut Ave. to
470th St. Turn left and go west 0.8 miles to the park
entrance on the right. Meet near the park entrance.

Sept. 27,
0 p.m. Amana Nature Trail (Iowa Co.),
near Homestead, Iowa. If traveling by I-80, take exit 225,
and go north on US 151 about 5.5 miles to its Tintersection with US 6. Turn right on US 6. In about two
miles, US 6 will make a sharp right and 151 will go straight
ahead. Turn left at this intersection onto a short gravel drive
, turn left again and continue to a small parking
June 22, 10 a.m. Ashton Wildwood Park (Jasper
area for the trailhead. This is a Friday afternoon. We are
County), 8755 W. 122nd Street North, Mingo, IA 50168. doing this with Mike Krebill as part of a Fall Mushroom
Ashton Wildwood Park is located just east of the diagonal Foray for the Midwest Environmental Education
between Marshalltown and Des Moines.
Conference. We may have as many as 24 to 30 guests
(mainly teachers, naturalists, & outdoor educators) coming
From Marshalltown, go 19 miles southwest on Hwy
to our foray. We will meet back by the cars at 4:00 p.m.,
330 and exit at Hwy F17.
spread out and tally our find, and tell people about the
Turn left and go 0.5 miles east on Hwy F17 to W.
mushrooms. Mike estimates that we’ll be done by 4:45 at
122nd St N. Turn right and go south 0.3 miles. The
the latest. In case of rain, we may be able to use
park entrance is on the right, just past the church.
community building in Homestead.
From Baxter Iowa, go west 7 miles on Hwy F17 to
W. 122nd St N. Turn left and go south 0.3 miles.
The park entrance is on the right, just past the
church.

Oct. 12, 10:00 to 3:00, Jefferson County Park,
(Jefferson Co.), 2003 Libertyville Road
Fairfield, IA 52556. Park opposite the Nature Center/
Conservation Board office (half a mile into the park on the
left hand side.) Continue walking less than a block
Turn right and go west into the park, then south, then
northwest along the road. After crossing the culvert, you’ll
west again to the open field. Meet at the far side of the see a shower house and restroom facility on the right. We
field near the restrooms.
will meet at the picnic table closest to the shower house.
We will be teaming up with Mike Krebill to offer two
separate sessions of “Fall Wild Edibles and Mushrooms.”
July 20, 9:30 a.m. Wapsipinicon State Park (Jones
Co.), Wapsipinicon State Park is located at the south edge Mike will begin on wild edibles with the first group at 9:00.
of Anamosa. Go south on Co. Road E34 (South Elm St.) He will bring his group to meet us at the picnic table at
10:00. We will take off on a mushroom and wild edible
until you cross the Wapsipinicon river. Take the first left
foray from 10:00 to 11:30. Back in the picnic area, we’ll
turn into the park. At the Y, take the right-hand path,
Upper Park Road. Go 0.9 miles and meet at the Dutch
(cont. on pg. 3)
Creek Shelter on the left.
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A Basketful of Morels
There is one more thing that I do that has been fruitful and
is really a human nature thing. Just because the likely
looking spot is at your feet when you get out of the car
doesn’t mean someone else has already picked it over.
There have been numerous times where the best morels
are literally 10 feet from the car. If the trees and vegetation
look right take a few minutes to at least look. I met some
guys coming down a path that is well traveled. They each
had a small bag of morels. We talked a little and I found
out where they had looked. Instead of heading elsewhere I
dove into the same area and just marveled at the number
of morels they had missed and or stepped on.

Once I’m out looking I tend to cover a lot of area. Most
of the time, especially when I’m alone, I travel at a fairly
good speed. I look for likely trees and go from tree to
tree. Likely trees are not only Elms that are starting to
shed their bark but also wild plum groves. The thing about
wild plums is that they protect themselves from intruders;
the thorns are low and more than a little aggressive on the
skin. Since we humans are lazy at heart many of us don’t
go into that kind of hostile environment just to take a look
see. If it’s hard to get to, fewer people will have been
there and more bounty can be had. I remember one year I
donned a trench coat, my double fronted jeans, a
sweatshirt and gloves just so I could lean against and wade
through an overgrown area of blackberries. My basket
being full when I got to the bottom of the hill made the trip
well worth it.

Once the season starts to come to an end I extend my
looking into the bottom areas; the places with less
temperature raise and cooler nights. These areas start later
but also end later. If you still can’t get enough, and can
take some time off work, the last thing to do is head to the
mountains. If you find the mother lode, don’t forget your
friends.

...Forays

(cont. from pg. 2)

spread out our find to show participants as we make a
tally. The first group w leave at noon, we’ eat lunch,
and then another group w come in from 1:00 to 2:30.
We’d spread out and tally our find and tell people about
the mushrooms. Around 3:00, PSMC members would
clean off the tables and depart. Mike
take the group
so that they
try their hand at cracking and shelling out
acorns, hickory nuts, and walnuts.
, he will
take them inside for a slide show and give them an
opportunity to ask questions, get handouts, and buy
reference books at a discount if they wish. They will be
done by 4:00, if not before. Each group might range from
24 to 30 people. In case of rain, there are picnic shelters,
a 20-foot gazebo, and a nature center.

Early morels seem to like the same environment as moss
so I am constantly trying to find healthy lush moss patches.
You’d be amazed at how many morels will grow out of
little patches of moss. Once I find a morel I set my basket
down and start looking. I try to see 360 degrees from
where I am before I pick a single one. Did I travel over a
bunch before spotting the first one? Is there a direction
that seems better than the rest? How many can I see from
here? Why? When you move some will disappear and if
you don’t have a count of what you expect to get some
will be left for the next person. Now that I’ve done all the
looking and counting I get out my pruners and go to work.
Since the basket is stationary I have a need to go to and
from the start point many times to deposit my goodies.
This means I see the area more

Check out our website, http://iowamushroom.org for the
latest information on forays, or call me (Roger Heidt) if
you don’t have access to the Internet. My number is (319)
573-4795.
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Morel-endipity

by Dave Layton

I’m writing this article as a catharsis. Every year, I hear
about others finding large bagsful of morels. I usually hunt for
mushrooms on public land, so I regularly find places where
they have all been harvested already. Early on I wandered
from elm to elm wondering why I didn’t see any. And my
problems have been worse than just bad luck. At one foray,
I took two steps from my car and stepped on the nicest one.
Well, it was nicest before I stepped on it. At another foray,
Tom Kehoe returned with a beautiful bottle sized specimen.
He quietly mentioned that I walked right by it. Worst of all
I’m plagued with nightmarish childhood memories of chasing
my big sister around my grandmother’s giant dead elm tree
throwing, whacking and kicking “hideous” looking
mushrooms. I destroyed dozens of them in my youthful
ignorance, and, in later years, my desire to find them seemed
to be destroying me. But I haven’t been destroyed because I
have some good memories too. Some of my finds might
even be called amazing! I believe that sharing a few of those
happy memories might counter some of the more painful
ones.

the importance of rain. For several years I seemed to do
okay, but then there were some dry spells too. I had one
find of well over a hundred around a giant elm that had been
hit by lightning. Of course I didn’t think to bring a bag that
day, so that was the first time I took off my shirt and tied it
up to carry them in. Needless to say it wasn’t the last time.
It seemed that my most amazing finds tended to be when I
wasn’t prepared with basket or bag, so I failed to properly
prepare to find mushrooms on purpose thinking it affected
my luck. Of course it can be argued that not preparing on
purpose is really a form of preparing. Plus it was a selffulfilling prophecy that never bringing a bag meant all my best
finds had no choice but to be when I wasn’t ready. Anyway,
wandering into a patch of nettle with no shirt on cured me of
that folly.
Here are a few more cathartic memories. Once riding my
bike in town I saw a little patch of scrub woods with a huge
carpet of little grays. No matter what anyone says, I swear
that I did not careen out into traffic when I saw them. Half of
them were enough to share with several friends and eat for
two weeks. That same season my young son asked me what
was next to a woodpile fifty yards away in an open meadow.
It was a half dozen giant morels. Three of them baked and
stuffed made a meal for both of us that evening. That find
also answered a question. “Which are better, the giant ones,
medium yellows or little grays?” The answer is – The ones
you just found and haven’t been eating too much of already.

I started learning about morels as a late teenager. When my
tastebuds changed, tomatoes, peppers, broccoli and
mushrooms were all things I went from hating to loving. My
first taste of morels was like a tastebud epiphany. So I got
some books and learned when and where they grew. The
next spring I went for a walk all around Mason City while
visiting my parents. I didn’t really find any large woods but I
just walked around town looking around dead trees. It
didn’t matter what kind or how dead. Finally I gave up and
headed back. On the way I stumbled into a little swampy
area next to a golf course. Just moments after cursing my
luck for getting my shoes all wet and muddy, I found at least
forty large fresh morels. That evening my mom found a
baked stuffed morel recipe that I use to this day. On my
drive back to Clinton I stopped at Backbone State Park for
a little break. There were people everywhere but I pulled
into a little picnic area with a big dead tree. There were
dozens if not hundreds of morels around it. I picked all I
wanted and left close to half of them. After several nights of
feasting on them with friends, I was totally hooked on them,
but I still really didn’t know how, where or when to look for
them. I remember still looking for them in mid-June that year
– unsuccessfully.

Finally, there was the time I was with Sally at Hickory Hill
Park in Iowa City. We found a few morels around dead
elms but mostly we found where others had already been.
She wanted to go on a little-used path. I replied that there
aren’t any elm trees there. She said, “But everyone looks
around dead elms. If that’s the only place you look how
would you know if they grow anywhere else? Maybe we’d
have better luck looking where no one else is looking.”
Somehow her complex logic impressed me and I followed
her. Sure enough we ended up with a nice bag full.
Okay, maybe that memory did nothing cathartic for my ego.
But it does help me remember that, as long as I have my
eyes open and possess the ability to walk somewhere
different, sooner or later I’ll stumble into an amazing patch of
what I like to call morel-endipity.

The next year a more knowledgeable friend from Green
Island showed me the best kind of woods and trees to look
around and I read more about morels’ growing seasons and
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Morel Progression Maps

by Mike Krebill

There are several websites that track where and when morels are being found. The following site compiles them into
one, and I like the fact that you can go from a view of North America to a closeup of the Midwest. As is the case for
other websites, you are invited to register your findings. http://www.mushroomfarm.com/mushroom-hunting-info/
hunting-morel-mushrooms/morel-progression-map-2013.html
Another good one is http://morelhunters.com/. You can participate by sending your e-mail reports
to morels@morelhunters.com, texting to 3477-MORELS (347-766-7357) on Twitter @morelhunters, Facebook,
or by posting to the message board at the web address.
One of the most visually attractive is the Morel Mushroom Hunting Club’s Mushroom Report. http://
www.morelmushroomhunting.net/report/current/mmhc_report_page2.html

http://www.mushroomfarm.com/mushroom-hunting-info/hunting-morel-mushrooms/morelprogressionmap-2013.html
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New Names for Iowa’s Morels
Forget the scientific names you’ve memorized for morels;
most of them have changed. The names we have been
using were carried over from Europe, and DNA analysis
shows that our species differ from theirs. The recently
completed Morel Data Collection Project found 19 North
American morels, 14 of which are new to science. In
addition to the new names, most of the old names are no
longer considered valid. The DNA study indicates the
genus Morchella contains three major evolutionary groups
or “clades.” The first clade contains only one species,
Morchella rufobrunnea, a west coast fungus that bruises
orange. The esculenta clade has five species, all of which
can be called Yellow morels. The elata clade contains 14
North American species, and most of them are Black
morels.

by Glen Schwartz

Here in Iowa, we can expect to find two species of Black
morels, Morchella septentrionalis, and the more
common Morchella angusticeps. These can be separated
based on size. M. septentrionalis is 5 to 7 cm tall while
M. angusticeps can be up to 16 cm tall. Both have the
typical look of Black morels: black vertical ridges, pointed
at the top, and a cap with a slight overhang. M.
septentrionalis is a northern species, and we are on the
edge of its range, but it might appear in northeast Iowa.
Look for it near big-tooth aspen, even fruiting directly
from well-rotted logs. We don’t find very many Black
morels here. In fact, I can only remember finding them
once.

So what morels can we expect to find in Iowa? Let’s start
with the easiest to identify and work our way to the most
difficult. Although not common, we have found the halffree morel several times around eastern Iowa. This was
previous called Morchella semilibera, but the new name
is Morchella punctipes. The half-free morel is easy to
identify because the stem attaches about half way up the
cap. The cap has black ridges, and is quite small
compared to the very long stem. As is true for all the
morels, the stem is hollow when cut in half from top to
bottom.

Morchella septentrionalis
Photo courtesy of Michael Kuo

Morchella semilibera
Morchella punctipes
Photo by Jim Frink

Morchella angusticeps
Photo courtesy of Michael Kuo
(cont. on pg. 7)
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New Names...

(cont. from pg. 6)

Nearly all of the morels found in Iowa are Yellow morels, and nearly all of them will be Morchella esculentoides. The
previous name of Morchella esculenta refers to the European species. M. esculentoides can be identified by the
yellow ridges, randomly spaced pits, and its medium to large size. The Morel Data Collection Project found that the
super large morels, which were previously called Morchella crassipes, to just be extra large M. esculentoides. What is
commonly known as a Gray morel is just an immature M. esculentoides that has not been exposed to enough sunlight to
turn yellow.
Counterclockwise from top left, the Gray, the Yellow , and
the Thick-Footed (A
“Big Foot”) morels – common in
Iowa

Morchella esculentoides

Morchella deliciosa
Photo by Linda & Robert Scarth

Morchella crassipes
Photo by Dave Layton

Morchella esculenta
Photo by Jason Clarke
(cont. on pg. 8)
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New Names...

(cont. from pg. 7)

Unfortunately, here is where it gets confusing. There is a
look-alike species to Morchella esculentoides, known as
Morchella cryptica that can be found around the Great
Lakes. Does that include Iowa? We are not sure, and
since these species look identical, we have no way to
figure out which one we have here without running a DNA
analysis.

a gnarled look with dark pits. It is a northern species so it
could be here in Iowa. Look for it in sandy soil near water,
and under oaks or pines.
All of the information presented here was gleaned from
Michael Kuo’s website, http://www.mushroomexpert.com.
Click on the dropdown menu for 900+ MUSHROOMS
AND KEYS, scroll down to Morchella (Key), then press
GO. r. Kuo was a major contributor to the Morel Data
Collection Project, and named many of the new morel
species. If you read through all of his material, you will find
reference to a few more species that have not yet been
named. He anticipates finding additional species that are
less common than those now named. Now that I think
about it, I know of a patch of morels that don’t fit the
description of any listed on mushroomexpert.com. Hmmm.

There are two other Yellow morels that we might have
here in Iowa. As the name implies, Morchella diminutive
is a very small morel. Some of the pictures of this morel
look like the half-free morel, except the vertical ridges are
yellow and the bottom of the cap attaches to the stem.
This is another morel that is known from the Great Lakes
region, so it could be in this area. In 2011, I may have
found Morchella prava at Squire’s Point. This morel has

Fungi Kingdom Fiction for Young Teens
Hello fellow mushroom hunters,

I hoped that you might be interested in my book. It is
written for mainly young teens, who are the future of our
My name is David Frasure. I have been a mushroom
world, but it is a tale for all ages to enjoy and understand
cultivator for over 20 years. I understand the joy of foraging the importance of the fungi kingdom.
through the wild forest looking for mushrooms. I also have
seen the destruction of fungi in our natural habitats, so I
I would be thrilled if you read it, and give me feedback on
decided to do something about it.
what you think. You can find it on Amazon.com. Just look
up books and type in The Fungi Kingdom. I also have a
I wrote a book in the hope of reaching people so they
website called www.frasurefarms.com. Please feel free to
would understand the joy we receive from our love of fungi call me or email me through my website.
and they might try to protect our natural resources.
Sincerely,
It is a fictional story of a young farm boy named Michael
David Frasure
Earthstone who is magically shrunk into the Fungi Kingdom. 221-873-9377
Michael has entered a world of castles, knights, kings, and
wizards. All the names of places and characters in the book
are named after common or scientific names of mushrooms,
for instance, Sir Morchella Angusticep, King Stropharia,
King Bolete, and the Prince Augustus.
After a long, dangerous, journey Michael Earthstone must
battle against the power of the evil Virosa ( the Destroying
Angel ) and his army of Amanitas. It’s a story that helps
people understand how important the fungi kingdom is to the
survival of the planet.
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FUNgi FOTOgraphy: Photography Tips

by Linda Scarth

Invertebrates in Images
Morels are a springtime treat for many of us, including other wildlife. Sometimes it is interesting to include some of these
invertebrates in the images we take of fungi. As well as being interesting in their own rights, tiny snails and insects can
offer another element in an image.

This tiny snail was first seen when it came out of one of the convoluted indentations of this morel. The little caves provide good
hiding places for a variety of small creatures. The snail then
travelled along the ridges, stopping occasionally to seemingly
sample the edge. The close-up of the pits and ridges would not
have been as interesting without the snail as a focal point.
Keeping such a tiny creature sharp and in focus requires a tripod
or beanbag. In spite of a high f/stop to increase depth of field, the
pits soon soften. The edges of the ridges remained in reasonable
focus.
If you search for online information about snails and morels, the
search engines will direct you to many recipes for dishes containing both morels and snails. Better on purpose, than by accident, I
suppose.
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Morel by young Mayapple plant

Hidden fungal diversity in full view

by Rosanne Healy

[Editor’s note: Rosanne Healy is a member of the Prairie States Mushroom Club who had the privilege of studying under ISU’s
legendary mycologist Dr. Lois Tiffany, and was one of the team responsible for the Fungi of Iowa pages on the Ada Hayden
Herbarium website, a significant and worthy accomplishment. (http://www.herbarium.iastate.edu/fungi/) Rosanne is very close to
finishing her doctorate in mycology at the University of Minnesota. She’s been investigating truffles. I asked her to share a bit of
her research findings with us as many of you know her and are probably as curious as I am. She has offered to translate it (having
been away from academia for a long time, I had forgotten about graduate-level vocabulary!) However, I have a sense of the effort
required to finish and defend a dissertation before a doctoral committee, and there is no way I would ask her to take the time to
translate for us. I hope you don’t mind the challenge. I found it fascinating and am very proud of Rosanne’s research contribution
and of her collaboration with others around the globe. I am sure that Dr. Tiffany would be mighty proud of her, too.]

Like many mycophiles, I am drawn to the woods after a
good rainfall to see what is coming up in response. It is
rewarding to be able to identify old fungal friends, and
exhilarating to discover new ones. But beyond personal
satisfaction, there is also much yet to contribute to basic
fungal biology with methodical observation in nature. With
less than 10% known of a conservative estimate of
1,500,000 fungal species, and the unknown effect of
global warming on ectomycorrhizal (EcM) fungi, the need
for fungal systematists, both professional as well as citizen
scientists, has never been greater. Here I want to share
with you an intriguing story that has come about as a result
of a worldwide collaboration on a basic fungal mystery.
Imagine being aware of only half of the life history of a
group of common organisms that are responsible for
valuable ecosystem services. Obviously, we would be
missing a great deal of knowledge pertaining to their
requirements and interactions. My research indicates that
we have been ignoring half of the life history of at least six
lineages of EcM fungi. What is an EcM fungus? It is a
symbiotic fungus, one that is in a mutually beneficial
partnership with tree roots, providing essential nutrients
and water to the plant, and in turn getting carbohydrates
(sugars) from the plants.
What follows is a formerly intractable problem in
Mycology. Within the fungi, reproduction is either sexual,
asexual, or both. The two stages are very different in
appearance and function, and in many cases the
production of each stage is temporally separated. In the
case of ectomycorrhizal fungi, very few are culturable.
Therefore, linking stages (asexual with sexual) was nearly
impossible for EcM fungi prior to the use of molecular
tools. Previous research suggests that EcM fungi
reproduce and disperse primarily through sexual spores
produced in fruit bodies (mushrooms, cup fungi, truffles,
etc), and that the EcM symbiosis may in some way be

incompatible with asexual spore production. Only a few
EcM fungi have been unequivocally linked to asexual
spore stages, mostly through molecular methods.
You may reasonably ask, “If the asexual forms look so
different from fruiting bodies how do you recognize them
to include in research on natural systems?” I knew from
the previous research of other mycologists that there was
an asexual stage that was molecularly linked to
Pachyphloeus, a truffle genus that I had set out to revise.
To see what the asexual form looked like, I went to
Harvard to meet the collectors (Don Pfister and Matthew
Smith) and to see the collections. Lo and behold, the
collections were very familiar to me. They were the fuzzy
soil fungi that I had been stepping over countless times
while searching for truffles! Pfister, Smith and I formed a
collaboration that eventually included worldwide collectors
and collections.
But first, I went back to Iowa and Minnesota, and started
sequencing all of the spore mats on soil that I could find. I
sequenced a region of DNA that is fast evolving, and helps
to identify organisms at the species level, and another
region of DNA that is slower evolving, and therefore
conserved enough to place organisms in a phylogenetic
context across the entire order of cup fungi (Pezizales).
This preliminary work turned up a high diversity of
Pachyphloeus species, which commonly produce asexual
spore mats that are easily detected on the soil surface.
They are brightly colored white, cream, pink, yellow or
some combination of these (
Fig. 1
). In order to
get a broader sampling of asexual forms, I invited truffle
experts from Duke University (Greg Bonito), and from
Mexico (Gonzalo Guevara) to collaborate. We
subsequently recruited a mycologist (Zai-Wei Ge) in SE
China to join the project. Smith collected with Zai-Wei in
China, and both Smith and Pfister collected in Argentina
and Chile as
(cont. on pg. 11)
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Hidden fungal diversity...
OK. Sooooooo…. what the heck are these spore mats
being produced FOR? What’s their function? We don’t
know . But that doesn’t keep us from speculating .
We think the mycelium originates from the ectomycorrhizal
root, grows up to the soil surface, and produces asexual
spores that contribute the compatible mating type nucleus
necessary for fruit body production in the cup fungi that
outcross (which includes the true truffles). We know that
the spore mats associated with the roots of a given tree
So, what information can be gleaned about these asexual
tend to be of one mating type (as do the ectomycorrhizal
spore mat-producing fungi in the Upper Midwest? I
roots themselves). Therefore, we won’t necessarily find
surveyed truffle asexual and sexual states in three types of fruiting bodies beneath spore mats. The asexual spores
Minnesota woodlands: oak- dominated forest, oak
have to come in contact with hyphae or spores of the
savanna, and conifer forest. Here are some of the
opposite (compatible) mating type in order to produce a
conclusions I reached from the results: 1) one truffle genus fruiting body. We have observed that the asexual spores of
(Hydnobolites) concurrently fruits sexually and asexually; Pachyphloeus do not blow easily with the breeze, but are
2) asexual forms are nearly absent from coniferous
quickly dislodged and carried by water (rainfall). One can
woodlands; 3) among the three woodland types surveyed, envision that if a neighboring tree downhill has the opposite
oak-dominated deciduous woods host the highest diversity mating type, chances are good that one or more asexual
of both truffle fruit bodies and asexual spore mats; 4)
spores from the uphill tree could be washed downhill and
some species are seasonal, and others (particularly the
come to rest close enough to downhill compatible hyphae
asexual spore mats with no known sexual state) sporulate to facilitate the coming together of mating types.
from spring through fall; and 5) asexual spore mats of a
variety of truffle species occur in oak savannas. This last
Whether or not this is the case, the broad geographic
observation is valuable because truffle fruit bodies were
range, high frequency, and phylogenetic diversity of
rarely found in the Minnesota savannas, possibly because
asexual spore mats among truffles and other EcM fungi
their sandy soils dry out quickly. Asexual spore mats signal suggests that the asexual stage may be an important
the presence of truffle (and other EcM cup fungus)
biological feature of this group in terms of mating,
species, and are easier to detect than are truffle fruit
reproduction, and/or dispersal strategies.
bodies, which will be helpful information for those who
survey these fungi.
All together we found that at least six truffle genera
reproduce asexually on three continents (North America,
Europe and Asia), and in the Southern Hemisphere. We
encountered novel asexual stages in the Fischerula,
Hydnobolites, Hydnocystis, Hydnotrya, Pachyphloeus,
and Tuber lineages, and of a previously unknown lineage
of asexual EcM fungi that has no known sexual state 
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Thanks to Linda and Robert Scarth for this
link to a ScienceNews report from research
in Sweden. http://www.sciencenews.org/
view/generic/id/349265/description/
Fungi_pull_carbon_into_northern_forest_soils.
Basically the study shows that trees and
mycorrhizal fungi work together to pull
carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere,
recycling it and storing some of it underground. This is indeed good news, and
another example of how fungi help our
planet.

Congratulations to Dave Layton &
Barbara Ching as their article, “Eating
Mushrooms All Year Long,” from Symbiosis v. 30-1, was chosen to appear in
The Mycophile v. 53-2. The Mycophile
is the newsletter of the North American
Mycological Association. Also appearing
in that 24-page March-April 2013 issue is
Mike Krebill’s article from our same
newsletter. It is titled “The Nutritional
Value of Mushrooms.”
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